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‘On the Cuff, Off the Cuff’
 
The AW2019 collection puts metal and texture at the forefront. Taking inspiration from some classic
patterns and visually pleasing textures, we have created a collection that is impactful, 
distinctive yet subtle.
 
On the Cuff – These cufflinks are brought together by intricate and distinctive details, making each
one unique. We’ve mixed together texture, pattern and form to create new pieces that will 
challenge conversation and inspire people to be brave.
 
Off the Cuff -  We've created eight new tie slides that once again showcase a variety of texture and
interest. With a mixture of size and form, they all have their own personality. They will make an
impression when worn alone as much as they will paired up with a set of cufflinks.
 
 Inspired by modern lines and vintage patterns, this is a collection that truly reflects the
 Elizabeth Parker spirit of mixing traditional elements with contemporary design.
 
We hope you like them as much as us.

The Elizabeth Parker Team 



Taking inspiration from the
Rosettes of a Leopards coat,
these cufflinks juxtapose the
true purpose of leopard print,
ensuring the wearer stands out
from the crowd rather than
blends in.
 
Luxuriously conspicuous, the
strikingly intricate combination
of these enamel and metal
cufflinks, will effortlessly add
personality and bring any look
up to date.
 

The Wildling 



 
These exquisite hammered metal
cufflinks fuse together two reflective
textures creating an air of strength. 
 
Bold yet simple these cufflinks are
versatile pieces for any look.

Hammered Middle 



 

Mixing Great Gatsby with
Arabian Nights we introduce
Circle O. This intricate metal and
enamel cufflink combine deep
majestic colours with beautiful
metals to create an alluring
finishing touch.
 
Available in Intense Black and
Silver and Midnight Navy and
Rose Gold.

Circle O



Introduce an air of heritage luxury to
formal wear with this stunning
quintessentially British cufflink. With
this bold and distinctive mix of
textures they are sure to create a
magnificent statement.
 
Available in two finishes. 

Heritage Check



Splendid and decadent the
flock pattern in these stunning
cufflinks, give them a real
vintage feel. 
 
With a combination of textures
and depth, they are the perfect
luxury touch to any special
outfit.

True Decadence 



The Multifacet
3 in 1 Accessory 



The Multifacet
Bringing versatility to the forefront, meet
The Multifacet. This contemporary 3 in 1
accessory combines both matt and
glossy textures to add depth to this
simple design.
 
Three accessories in one. Clip the main
element to the button of a single cuff
shirt to create the illusion of a cufflink,
add it to the smaller silver cufflink to
form a complete bold cufflink or use the
smaller cufflink alone for a subtle and
functional look.
 
This set challenges creativity and brings
a difference to how we use accessories
on the cuff and off the cuff.



Bringing together the popular combinations of
metal and semi-precious stones in a versatile
way.
 
Use the reversible feature to create two looks
from one set of cufflinks and dress studs. With a
mix of traditional and contemporary shapes and
smooth and silky stones, there's something to
suit any occasion.

All Change 



Off The Cuff 

Tie Slides 



The Sliver of Polish’s simplicity and strength is
reminiscent of mid-century modern style.
Making it the perfect accessory to draw the eye,
but not distract from the whole look. 
Available in two finishes.
 
Teams wonderfully with The Multifacet.

Sliver of Polish 



The dynamic indents of the
Stride tie slide symbolise the
steps to success, making it a

powerful finishing touch for the
distinguished man.

Stride 

Rope
A classic rope pattern twists
through the centre of this
elegant slide, to give it a
timeless but modern look. The
perfect companion for any tie.



Impactful and interesting this tie slide
and matching cufflink emulate the
ripple of waves, to create a design that
will leave a discreet impression.

Boasting the same Industrial feel as our
Textured Check Cufflink, we've created

this intricate tie slide to pair with it. 
 

The rough surface will capture light and
attention whilst adding a smart

contemporary element to a look.
 

Tidal  

Textured Check



Half a Hollow

Heirloom Vintage 

This sharp and interesting cigar
shaped slide boasts vintage inspired
accents to add real personality to the
tie. A timeless piece that will look
great with any outfit.

Conventional one side and minimalistic
the other, this is a seamless combination
of design. This tie slide carves out an
intriguing portion of the tie.



Set up in 1995 Elizabeth Parker
has been designing and creating
men’s formal accessories ever
since. From our beginnings in pin
badges and military regalia
we’ve stayed true to our core
beliefs to combine great British
design, with first class materials
and an acute attention to detail
to deliver our customers an
exceptional experience.
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